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Feature at a Glance
Introducing: Guided buying support for externally managed forms

Customer challenge

Solution area

Meet that challenge with 
SAP Ariba

Implementation information

Experience key benefits

Prerequisites and Restrictions

Ease of implementation      
Geographic relevance

Low touch / simple 
Global

SAP Ariba APIs
SAP Ariba Developer Portal
SAP Ariba Buying and Invoicing
SAP Ariba Buying

Customers will register/configure an outbound and inbound 
API for Externally Managed APIs.

Customers will need to enable the following self-service 
parameters in Intelligent Configuration Manager:

PARAM_ENABLE_FDS 
PARAM_ENABLE_EXTERNALLY_MANAGED 
EXTERNALLY_MANAGED_OSG_RULE_NAME

Create an outbound API for you external system.

Modify your external system to consume Ariba form 
data through the outbound API and communicate with 
Ariba using the inbound API.

Create custom externally managed forms in guided 
buying.

Customers today cannot fully connect data between 
guided buying and an external system. Currently only 
simple URL links are available. This requires end 
users to complete processes connected to the 
buying experience in multiple different systems.

Guided buying now allows users to fill out and submit 
a new type of Functional Form that is then managed 
by an external system. A new API handles the 
communication between guided buying and external 
systems. 

Capture information residing in guided buying forms 
and send it via APIs to external systems. 

External systems will be able to update the form in 
guided buying with external status and external 
reference or ID.

This capability allows guided buying to become a 
repository of business-specific forms used by your 
organization, and facilitates buying-connected 
experiences to be completed by end users without 
leaving the guided buying experience.
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Configuration Process for Externally Managed Forms

The following are high level process steps to configure Externally Managed Forms (see SAP Help for detailed documentation):

§ Customers will need to create and register the outbound API they want to use to consume the data from externally managed forms. There is single registered 
outbound API, so customers should make sure that the API they register can handle multiple types of outbound form types if that is the customer design.

§ The external system will use the Custom Forms API to retrieve Form detail fields. Configure this external system to consume data from the Custom Forms API 
if not previously completed.

§ Configure the guided buying Functional Documents API in the SAP Ariba Developer Portal, and configure your external system to send the correct file format 
to this API. 

§ Set the parameter Application.OpenAPI.ClientIds to guidedbuy-2lo-client in the ICM.
§ Enable several parameters in Intelligent Configuration Manager activate Externally Managed Forms capability:

• PARAM_ENABLE_FDS
• PARAM_ENABLE_EXTERNALLY_MANAGED
• EXTERNALLY_MANAGED_OSG_RULE_NAME

§ Design Externally Managed Forms in guided buying. Use the forms builder in Admin  Use the forms builder in Admin>Manage externally managed forms, 
not the regular guided buying forms builder (Admin>Manage forms), so that these forms are available outside of the guided buying application.

§ Map processes, defined any field localizations, and set up needed process policies.
§ Create tiles for the Externally Managed Forms so that end users can access them.
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Customers will register their outbound API in the 
SAP Ariba Developer Portal.

The registered API is where SAP Ariba will deliver 
Externally Managed Form data when the 
outbound call is triggered.

Please note that only a single API can be 
registered for Externally Managed Forms.  Ensure 
that the designated external system can consume 
all of the external form types your company would 
like to use.

See documentation for registering a customer API 
in the SAP Ariba Developer portal here:

Managing your own APIs on the developer portal -
SAP Help Portal

https://help.sap.com/viewer/b61dd8c7e22c4fe489f191f66b4c48d6/cloud/en-US/3b6a98b4bf37405895fb317e4b3e3ab5.html
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Customers will configure the inbound guided 
buying Functional Documents API in the SAP 
Ariba Developer Portal.

Inbound form data will be sent to this API, your 
external system will need to be configured to sent 
the correct file format.

See documentation for managing API via the SAP 
Ariba Developer portal here:

Developer portal guide for administrators - SAP 
Help Portal

Link to the SAP Ariba Developer Portal:

SAP Ariba APIs Portal

https://help.sap.com/viewer/b61dd8c7e22c4fe489f191f66b4c48d6/cloud/en-US/fb2603dc401742269c529e68a8c729f8.html
https://developer.ariba.com/api/home
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Form creation flow

Form access flow (Optional)

Custom Form API 
delivers list of forms and 

form fields

External system 
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Functional Process for Externally Managed Forms

The following are high level process steps to use Externally Managed Forms (see SAP Help for detailed documentation):

§ End user opens a tile associated with an Externally Managed Form, completes the form, and clicks the Submit button.

§ An outbound API call sends standard guided buying data to your external system. This data contains an ID that you can use to retrieve custom fields values.

§ The external system uses the Custom Forms API to retrieve the values of custom fields via the Custom Forms API GET operation.

§ The external system processes the form data.

§ An inbound API call is made to the guided buying Functional Form API by the external system, delivering updated form data to guided buying.

§ The form in guided buying is updated with the data from the external system.

§ The external system can access the guided buying form as needed by using the inbound API with a GET operation.
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When a User clicks Submit 
this will initiate processing in 

the external system

When an end user completes an Externally 
Managed Form and clicks Submit, an outbound 
call is initiated and the form data is delivered to 
the customer’s registered API.


